
The most Forgiving, Highest-Launching Ping G25 Driver
Posted by VictoriaSecret - 2013/09/12 11:36
_____________________________________

When the images of the G25 range of golf clubs price were first released the driver was the best looking big stick
produced by any brand over the past few years.

PING has not only given the Ping G25 Driver the premium look of the i20 and Anser - with its stylish matte black finish on
the crown and retro black and white sole â€“ but combined it with the forgiving, game-improving performance of previous
Ping G drivers.

From the Anser driver comes the adjustability, featuring the option to add or subtract half a degree of loft. And like its
predecessor it has the large weight padpositioned at the back of the club to generate high launch and low spin. It's a
combination that delivers a satisfying ball flight.

The G25 driver hosel design is optimized by using a lightweight titanium screw and aluminum hosel sleeve. The design
maintains the same outer diameter and mass as PINGâ€™s traditional fixed hosels. This provides the benefits of adjustability
(Â±1/2Â°) without sacrificing the performance thatâ€™s often lost in clubs with larger, bulkier hosel designs.

The 460cc head also features a variable-thickness face for maximum forgiveness and faster ball speeds. At address, the
Ping G25 Irons looks injects bags of confidence. No silly patterns or annoying gimmicks (other brands take note). Just a
clean, sinister-looking crown that also eliminates irritating glare and reflections from the sun.

With a larger face than the Ping G20 Irons for sale, the G25 offers greater forgiveness across the entire face. The
variable-thickness face delivers a powerful energy transfer for faster ball speeds and greater distances. Thinner crown
sections in the Ti 8-1-1 head allow weight re-distribution to further optimize the CG position. Structural reinforcements in
the crown, sole and skirt ensure durability and provide a solid feel and sound.
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Re:The most Forgiving, Highest-Launching Ping G25 Driver
Posted by kerr abby - 2013/09/13 11:44
_____________________________________

PING G20 Hybrid utility club has a hard act to follow.

Ping G20 Irons was the best driving iron style hybrid.

Ping G20 Pink Driver will appeal to more golfers for we think it.

cheap golf clubs AU with a TFC 169F graphite shaft in standard.
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